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Company: Euro-Projects Recruitment Ltd

Location: Quorn

Category: architecture-and-engineering

Assembly Technician

* Assembly technician jobs role Loughborough – must have some wiring electrical skills

* Assembling small to medium sized electro mechanical kit / equipment

* Days: Monday to Friday 07:00 to 15:00 approx. great for family / home life balance

* Fantastic job security and stability ; Growing / investing company

* £30,000 - £32,000 approx.

Are you an assembly technician, assembly engineer, panel wirer with mechanical skills,

mechanical fitter, assembly engineer, assembly technician, multi skilled fitter or mechanical

technician who is seeking assembly jobs in the Loughborough region?

Are you seeking a job that is Monday to Friday with nice hours 07:00 to 15:00 approx.?

£30,000 - £32,000 salary.

·Must have some electrical / wiring skills
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·Assembly jobs role created due to growth – its actually prototype work so you are tinkering

and working on new equipment development – more varied and more interesting than

production BUT you need to be really keen to learn and a quick learner

·This is light engineering (so it’s NOT big heavy kit / metal bashing – it’s small to medium

sized equipment)

·They are part of a big company who are doing very well on the London stock Exchange

·Note on culture and values : a friendly and engaging team. There are no egos and no politics.

You will get the chance to join a friendly and growing business

Essential Experience

·Must have some electrical / wiring skills

* An assembly technician, mechanical fitter, Assembly engineer, assembly technician or

mechanical technician

* You will ideally have experience of assembly of small to medium sized equipment – ideally

with a bit of wiring ability (although we are happy to train)

* Commutable to Loughborough

* Loyal – this is a really good company – they value loyalty so you are likely to have shown

loyalty in your career to date

* Multi skilled or certainly able to understand engineering drawings and wiring diagrams

* A reliable conscientious assembly technician / assembly engineer

This assembly technicianjobs role is based near Loughborough commutable from

Loughborough, Coalville, Markfield, Thurmaston, Syston, Shepshed, Kegworth, Melton



Mowbray

REF : GFATL

Please note that if you are not contacted within the next ten days then your application, on

this occasion, has not been successful. We thank you for taking the time to apply.

Apply Now
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